
H
and in hand with the external sponsorship, 

since the beginning there has been an 

effort to motivate the local community to pitch 
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In  partnership  with  Jesus  Christ

D
ear friends,

A
round 7 months (231 days) have gone by in 

Africa and we’d like to give a short account 

of what happened there during our missionary 

action.

W
hat to man may seem impossible, to God 

nothing is impossible. God,... that Entity Who 

created everything yet so ignored in this day and 

age.

T
his commission was at times felt as a waste of 

time and resources, given the limited mobility 

which I still have to deal with. But, to be coherent 

with the motto “To stop is to Die,” I went!

T
he initial months were spent adjusting to a 

new reality, that of not being physically able 

to join the work force and literally push with the 

rest.

H
owever, when something stops working 

100%, God is faithful to cover that shortage 

by greatly enhancing other faculties, if we keep 

that positive binocular view which helps us to see 

beyond the obstacles.

T
herefore I have felt improvement in my 

communication skills and added faith, and 

peace which goes beyond all understanding. 

In that context, the awesome wonder which 

happened during this time, was that of seeing the 

matter of the KLWCC building resolved! It was an 

prayers and concern.

A
fter several meetings with the KLWCC Pastor 

and the initial sponsors who had cut the 

sponsorship due to misunderstandings, I was 

ingratiated with the enormous joy of seeing 

these efforts pay off in terms of partnership 

reestablishment and continuation of the works.

A
s one can see from the photos, the building 

is now complete in its planned 200 square 

meters, now only missing the plastering, doors, 

some window frames and other interior and 

exterior details.

AFRICA



in as well, although we knew from the start that 

possibilities from each party are not comparable. 

This motivation however has revealed necessary 

and positive, not only in the project but also in the 

building of strong relationships and cooperation, 

extremely important for the present african 

reality.

T
he networking with pastoral denominations 

of the area was equally strengthened, one of 

the fruits being the exchange of resources on 

behalf of the local communities. Some 31.000 

pieces of Christian literature in Portuguese were 

given for distribution in Mozambique, in areas 

where social peace is shaky, something never 

before accomplished even when the legs were 

fully functional!

I 
arrived in Portugal last 2016.05.26 to continue 

physiotherapy treatment. I hope to be able soon 

to go around visiting our friends and elaborate 

more on the results of this last missionary action 

in Africa, personally plead for any available help, 

which in the end makes it possible to go forward, 

and the reenforcement of friendship.

G
od bless!

Love  Never  Fails
(David  Brandt  Berg)

All   the   confession   sessions   in   the   world   are   not   going   to   do   it.  All   the   introspection,  
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another  thing  coming.
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